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ABSTRACT

A

thermod-ynamic- study. of thb splitting p_ro.cess for the transition lines of the Spin
Density Wave induced by the magnetil netd (FISDW) is presented. Experimeriial
evidence for a partial reentrance of rhe merallic pha€ inio the FISDW is givin.
Magnetocaloric effect and specific heat data are used to analyze the "fracti"onal,'
transitions in the framework of ttre fractional quantized nesting model.

INTRODUCTION
In the-pq1 years a
deal of attention has been devoted to the FISDW stares in the Bechglard
-great
salts il 1. The low-field
part of the phase diagram, as determined by several exoeriminrul
investigations, is qu.alitatively well uncierstood in-rerms ol an interfeien# ,ti;;;,;;
il;i;;
periodicities of these quasi-2D. systems: the deviation nom trri perre., n.iting ;r'iL.
Pllglo.t
SDW nrodulation and the magnelic waverength related to the flux. quantiru,iln. A, u .;;;;q;;;;;
the SDW wave vector is quantized so as t; maintain the Fermi i"u"r in uit*.en two
adiacenr
!.y!Ll9l-l9f rherransport properties are.quanrized and a cascade of ptrase Linsi;;r;;;dr;;il;
the magnetic tield is observed.[l]. But as the temperature is decreased?ar below

T,

these ransitioir

lines are-n-ot-stable [2,3], and the phase diagram displays a fine structui" ior ujry well
ordered
[4]' Here this cornplexity witt Ue invdsdgatedby means of the magnetocaloric effect.

samples

THE PARTIAL REENTRANCE OFTHE METALLICPHASE
elnenmgnts. performed at constanf tempera!!ry, as a tunction of the nragnetic
,,^llt^:_f::jf-li-fe-a1
tleld' glve a direct evidence for the panial reentrance of rhe meullic phase in between lwo ad'ilcenr

q.uantized

flsDy phqs_gs. As the fi-eld is increased, the specific t eai aispiov, ios;;; ,il;;hr;;;;
treld a posrtlve jump (Fig. 1), on going from the metallib stare to the fiist Sow then a
roundeJ
;
peak in the SDW; then a negativejurnF toward the metallic srate value, fottoweO"for
a small field
range by a plateau at this value; nnaUy a large- positive jump as the syitem Lnters
the next SDW,
and a series of anomalies, parkin-g the cascidd of fielo-ind'ucea prrali naniirions.
Speciiii ireai
investigation at constant field.confirms this phenomenon;in a givei SDwlii;.riti"aii.n p"iaiuil
T. is not monotonic: it reaches a-maximum, and then decreises as ttre iiita gers .ror& io-ihe
reenEance tricritical point. Above this point T. displays a sudden increase.
ot this partial reentrance behavior is given by the magnetocaloric experinrelrs
-.^Y?l_t],T.lton
perlornleci
at constant temperature below the tricritical poinr. The
tdWOTin vs B curve ir 0.425K
displays a series of reversible jumps corresponding ro the ransirions uet*Je'i sDws (Fig.
zl.Tri"
jumps are negative, meaning that lhe electronic syitem lowers its enrropy
by enrering .rrfi oia"i".t
state. But this general behavior is nor observeil in-the whole field rirngd: the .i,r"-pt ;;;r;;;
becomes posilivejust below the first critical fields (dashed areas on Fic. fa).
This is an indication for a negative slope of the T, vs B curve, shoiing'ttrat ttre gap value, and
paramerer, doei not chan-ge monoronously aEross a gi"dn phtJ", ir
:_"1.r:g::,]!tl.
lncleases llrst {e,o.5der
and then decreases toward a minimum, for each critical field Bnleparating two
adjacent sDWs. This reflects the competition berween the two nelghuoring did"i
tfid#.;.
(received November I3, f989)

4l
N'lorcover, the gap value undergoes a discontinuity at I),.,. As indicated by the 1'. behavir:r, it is
clsar that tire gap is much more doveloped just above 8,.,.
Such partial reentrances are observed at each transition between SDW sub-phases. 'I'hc
reentrarlce depth decreases with increasing field up to 8 teslas, where it finally vanislres [-51.
Furthermore, the depth at a given tricritical point increases as the electronic mean free parh is
increased by reducing the cooling rate. This behavior must be compared with the similar inhucrrcc
ol the cooling rate on the 3q!g! reentrance of the nretal observed at about 27 teslas Il l.
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Irigurc 1: Elecqonic specific heat, in molar unit, of a 2 mg single crystal of
(TMTSF)2CIO4 (cooling rate: 1.3 Kltour), as a function of the field.

ANAI-YSIS OF THE SPLITTING PROCESS
Sirnuitaneous measurements of both specific h-eat, Cg, and magnetocaloric effect, (aM/aT)g,
!9ild up a complex phase diagram for the very well relaxed (1.3 lgh) perchloraie
compound. Firstly, sharp peaks in Cg and alWaT are associated with the transitions berween
"integer" SDWs (at Br.t, for the n to n-[ transition; vertical lines on Fig. 2). They conespond to the
nrain plateaus in the HaIl effect data [6], and to the paramagnetic jumps in the rnagnetizition [7].
Seco.ndly, as the temperature is lowered, a fine structure emerges from the "inieger" lines. New
anornalies-appear inside a given SDW. Some of them are clearly related to the negative I-lall
plateaus ob-served in the very well relaxed (TMTSF)2CIO4 [3], and in (TMTSF)2PF6 under
pressure [8]. In particular it must be pointed out that these additional Hall anomaliEs e"xhibit r
ternary periodicity (two positive plateaus are followed by a negative one). At the highesr
tcrnperature, a similar temary behavior is fairly well observed on the magnetocaloric curves, but as
the temperature is lowered each sub-anomaly splits into sub-sub-anomalies in an iterative process,
leading to a large number of sub-phases, and thus to a higher order periodicity.
Furthernrore the splitting process follows a general rulc: a sub-line, close to a parcnl onc, only
grows on-its
side. But lvhereas this splitting just leads to an asymmetric shape fbr tlrc
-lffgb:figld
two first aM/aT
anomalies (the low-field side is much more abrupt than th6 high-treld tail, Fig 2a1,
it leads for the next ones to a striking experimental fact: in a doublet the high-field anomiily is
aiways larger than the low-field ene, as it is indicated by arrows on Figure 2b.
-I'his
property is particularly surprising for the doublets arising from the "integer" transitions. ln
such a case the smallest iuromaly appears to coincide with the main specific heat anomaly, i.e. witlr
the integer transition from n to n-l SDW phases; it means that the largest anonraly is the
"fractional" one, which involves a larger entropy than the "integer" one.
The asymmetric shape of the dM/OI anomalies (Fig. 2a) cannor be understood as resulting fronr

ailow us t9
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the tliscontinuity. of the glp at the S,DW-SDW transition: for a given temperarure, the gap beilg
much nrore.developed on- the high-field side, one would expect a sharper variadon ol th-e enrropi
lbove Bn, in complete disagrcernent with the observed behavior. Ari orher explanation is ,rr.jr.6
likely that-the splitting p.rocess requires a well ordered state, with a rvell'developeO oiOei
parameter-'Ihis would be the reason why the splitting is richer for the high-field phases, where ihe
the low-tretd asymmetry wourd result frdm the siacking above Bn
]il313"h:*l:
1"..sc, transitions.
of a high density of unresolvcd
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Magnetocaloric effect plotted versus the magnetic field. Vertical lines feature
"integer" ransitions between FISDWs, dashed areas represenr positive entropies
associated with partial reentrances, and arrows display ihe fractional doubled.

r\liE WE FACED WITII ACI-UAL PIIASE TRANST|IONS

?

'l'he issti€ is whcther these splitted anonralies corrcspond
or not to real phase transitions. Ilecause

of therrlodynanric con-siderations, this is probably thc case for mosr ofihem. Firstly, rhe specific
hcrt displays a_sct of anonralies in rhc same field ranges as the OM/?.I.nno,rl,ilie, (Flg f l.
Sccondly, part of them-exhibit a variation infemperature, aivuriance with a nrere Lan6au cliagi*,ti,
with even a negative slope for some ones. Thirdly, the sub-lines seenr to separat€ f'ronr the-nrriri
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ones at some given temperature, and not to sinlply.emerge at t-lxcd field lionr a thertnirl "blurring".
'l'o support this point, it can be rcntarked that the.high-tenrperaturc wiclrh of given
a
anornaly is ti<..,

r)i.irl'ow to sinrply resulting lrom the thernral broaderiing of the low teinperaturc tJ6ublcr.
Fulthemrore these ones separate with a finite slope.
On the other hand, sorne transitions occur at almost censt&nt tleld. Nevertheless, the precise
splitting po.int is difficult to determine experirnentally because there are too many anorlalies t6 be
plclperly tollowed in tenrperature. Tlrus there is no cfear evidencc of the existenc-e of sub-tricritical
points.where doublets appeq, except nraybe for the rnain doubiers arising from t1e "inregeri'
transitions: in this case the high-field sub-line may bc extrupolated towar? some point of"rlrc
integer line [9].

A HIGFI ORDER. NESTING
These features can be qualitatively interpreted within the framework of the fractional nesting
ntodel [10-12]. "Fractional" transitions are believed to result from an interference effect of threE
periodicities: the lattice periodicily a along the chains coming in addition to SDW's and fi?ld s
ones. Such as the Hofstadter's case of Bloch electrons in a rigiO 2D lattice [13], this set of
periodiciries gpens a cgmplex famlly of gaps in the electronic speitrum tlal. Buithe issue here is
not simply a Landau-Hofstadler quantizatibn: the FISDW arises from a real phase transition and
the. Peierls gap opened at the Femri level must be self-consistently taken into accounr. Moreovei,
as indicated by.our calorimetric mcasurements, the strong coupling limit appears to be relevant in
the.Bechgaard's salts [5,15]. The gap-value is_thus gr6aterihan'f, and'compuabte wittr itre
cyclotron energy: it means that the-distance betweEn Landau gais is of thL same otO"r oi
rnagnitude as.t\" g1g valuep, As a-consequence, these gaps canioi be treated inOepenOiirtti,
espejially far below T"- In a.high-order perturbation treatmlilt involving an intermecriiri6 iot,riinlq,

thelractionalquantizednestingn.-'JelinvokesumklapppIocessestop.ioucel@

in an extended zone scheme, leading to_a fractional hbsiing in the first nriuou-iilzotre pffifii
model's basic hypothesjes ar.e in i; good agrecment with t[e experimental observation ilr4t the
spliiting

plo*cg_s_s takes place in thc field. reg-ions where the order
farameter is besr develop"O, riiri
is, for the SDW phases of low n (rl the highest fields) anci tbr a given n, on rhe frigfr-nefO pai:i of a
doublet.

We are indebted to M. Hdritier ror having a lot of fruitful discussions.
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